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Tech Trends 2017:
Transforming to the
Digital Enterprise

Methodology
The Tech Trends Report 2017 presents results from an industry survey conducted by CGT in August/
September that generated 96 total
responses. The 44 consumer goods
companies represented in the results have an average 43 years in
business and $4.7 billion in annual
revenue.
Participants were instructed to
answer the questions with the following definition in mind:
“Digital Transformation” is the
adoption and implementation of
digitally enabled technologies,
systems and processes in an effort
to modernize the enterprise and
improve business productivity
and performance.

“All the ingredients for digital disruption are here. What’s missing
are the new business models needed to drive it.”
Those words were spoken by Tony Saldanha, Procter & Gamble’s vice president of next generation services, as he spoke at a CGT
conference in fall 2016. The IT visionary, of course, had no idea that
he was aptly summarizing results from a CGT survey that would
be conducted nearly one year later.
PETER BREEN,
This summer, CGT surveyed consumer goods companies
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
within its community to learn about the strategies, technologies
and obstacles that are part of their digital transformation journeys. The results reveal that the industry might be in better shape than some of the
business headlines suggest, with most companies already taking such critical steps
as rethinking strategy, identifying priorities and adopting necessary technologies.
If you’re hopeful for goods news, then, it’s that nearly all companies who
F I G U R E 1: Company Approach to DX
responded to the survey understand the urgent need for action: Only 8% of
respondents said their organizations still don’t view digital transformation
as a business imperative (see Figure 1). Roughly half (49%) of companies
Taking some steps
49%
are already taking steps toward becoming the digitally driven, consumer28%
Well on our way
focused organizations they need to be, and 28% consider themselves “well
on their way” toward achieving that goal. (Inscrutably, 15% are apparently
An imperative, no steps
15%
still waiting for more inspiration.)
Not an imperative
8%
It’s important to note, however, that nearly all of the companies that
responded to CGT’s survey represent the traditional, mature consumer
Transformation
0%
nearly complete
goods industry: the average number of years in business is 43; the average
revenue size is $4.7 billion.
But traditional CGs aren’t simply competing against each other anymore.
They’re facing a new wave of younger, smaller product manufacturers and hybrid manufacturers/retailers that have no need to adapt their organizations for
the digital age because they were created by the digital age. “For traditional hair
color companies, technology is an add-on at the very end,” said Amy Errett, chief
7 Tech Trends Overview: High
executive officer of 3-year-old category challenger Madison Reed. “For us, it’s a
Expectations, Middling Progress
starting place for everything.”
Taking the reality of this new competition into consideration, results from
13 A New Dawn for Analytics
CGT’s survey might not be so good, because “taking steps” might not be enough
15 Redefining Trade Promotion
any longer. Consumer goods companies probably need to step on the accelerator
and shift their digital transformation efforts into higher gear. They must overcome
17 Moving to Outside-in Supply Chain
the considerable obstacles to change that persist and make a full commitment to
Processes
implementing the systems and processes needed to build internal capabilities,
19 Marketing: Getting Personal
stronger external relationships, and new opportunities with consumers, as will be
with Consumers
discussed throughout this report.
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21 NPDI: Enhancing Products,
Improving Process
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Tech Trends Overview:
High Expectations, Middling Progress
EVERYONE KNOWS WHAT MUST BE DONE. NOW, THEY JUST HAVE TO DO IT
BY LISA TER RY

onsumer goods industry analysts pull no punches
when it comes to explaining the critical importance
of digital transformation to the future.
International Data Corp., in fact, forecasts that
90% of all industry growth in the next decade will
be captured by companies that successfully engage directly
with consumers. That’s why roughly half of CG companies
expect to be disrupted by digital technology in the next 12
months, according to Forrester.
Companies have been steadily — if not quite rapidly —
waking up to this reality. Consumer packaged goods companies have been slower than some other CG sectors to begin
shifting their traditional strategies, despite their full realization that e-commerce, mobile connectivity and the emergence
of social media as a communication tool have dramatically
changed the way they must go to market.
Consumer goods business models have long been built on
retail distribution and arms-length relationships with consumers. But those staples are breaking down rapidly, and that is
challenging product manufacturers to radically transition
their businesses to address the need for deeper understanding and direct contact with consumers who expect to get what
they want when they want it — wherever and however those
moments of decisions occur.
CGT surveyed a broad range of CG companies to better
understand the strategies they’re undertaking, the obstacles
they’re facing and the technologies they’re implementing as
part of the transformation into digitally driven, consumercentric organizations.
What follows is an overview of key results from the survey.

Inevitable Budget Issues
Digital transformation is, by definition, an IT-heavy exercise.
But IT budgets to date have not exhibited the kind of dramatic
change that would be expected (or needed) for a project of this
scale. Nearly half of all respondents (49%) saw no change in
their overall IT budgets for 2017, despite the increased activity
they described elsewhere in the survey (see Figure 1).
Indeed, the majority (51%) of respondents acknowledge
that their companies have only conservatively increased IT

F I G U R E 1:

IT Budget Change in 2017

Remained the same

49%

Increased by 1-10%

24%

Increased by
more than 10%

15%

Decreased by 1- 10%

12%

30%

of companies
are spending 20% or more
of IT budgets on DX initiatives.
F I G U R E 2:

DX’s Impact on IT Spend

Conservatively
increased spending

51%
41%

No impact on spending
Substantially
increased spending

F I G U R E 3:

8%

IT Budget Forecast for 2018

Remain the same

44%

Increase by 1-10%

37%

Decrease by 1-10%
Increase by
more than 10%

15%
5%

May not equal 100 due to rounding.
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F I G U R E 4:

Who Handles IT Spending?

IT manages spending

spending to address digital transformation; a substantial 41%,
in fact, say the trend has had no impact on overall spending
levels (see Figure 2).
Instead, more companies seem to be funding digital
transformation — or “DX” — out of their existing coffers.
The median percentage of IT budgets being allocated to DX
initiatives is 10%, although 33% of respondents fell below that
level (see Figure 5).
Still, 39% of respondents reported an increase in spending
for 2017, with 15% fortunate enough to see growth greater
than 10%. And a small group of companies (8%) say they’ve
substantially increased spending: roughly one-third of
respondents are devoting 20% to as much as 70% of their IT
budgets on DX initiatives (see Figure 5).
One such “aggressive transformer” is Enjoy Life Foods (a
unit of Mondelez International), which increased IT spending
20% in 2017 and will boost it another 10% or so in 2018 based
on a technology roadmap that’s linked to the company’s
strategic plan, according to chief sales & marketing officer
Joel Warady.
More CG companies plan to follow suit: For 2018, 37% of
respondents expect IT budgets to rise 1% to 10%, and another 5% project increases of greater than 10% (see Figure 3).
This lags cross-industry DX spending, though — IDC forecasts worldwide spending on DX technologies to be more
than $1.2 trillion in 2017, an increase of 17.8% over 2016.
Retail, healthcare, insurance and banking are driving the
fastest growth.

43%

IT has input, but migrating
to business units

40%

Business units already
manage spending
Migrating to business
units without IT input

15%
3%

May not equal 100 due to rounding.
F I G U R E 5:

49%

Percentage of Spending Devoted to DX
33%

0-9%

36%

10-19%
30%

20-70%
May not equal 100 due to rounding.

Has your company established
a roadmap/timeline for DX?
F I G U R E 6:

Yes, strict
roadmap/timeline

14%

Yes, some
general guidelines

57%

No, still winging it

30%

May not equal 100 due to rounding.
F I G U R E 7:

Primary Obstacles to DX

Who Handles Spending?
Rapid changes in both consumer behavior and the retail
landscape are driving the need for faster innovation at
consumer goods companies. And that could be testing the
traditional IT-controlled approach to new investments. While
43% of respondents say central IT continues to manage most
of the spending, 40% said that activity is migrating to the
business — with some level of IT input, of course (see Figure 4).
Another 15% of companies are already there, with business
units managing most of the spending. The rise of cloud- and
software-as-a- service-based solutions has made it easier than
ever for BUs to acquire new solutions without IT expertise; the
greater need for speed when it comes to implementation and
execution makes user-level decision-making more critical.
Unilever, for one, tackled this issue by creating a shared
platform across the marketing organization that would let
individual brands take advantage of common tools but trans-

Lack of budget/resources
No strategic plan
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19%

Legacy infrastructure/
systems

17%

Lack of alignment
Lack of urgency

14%
11%

Time constraints

6%

Security concerns

6%

We eliminated obstacles

6%

May not equal 100 due to rounding.
8

22%

form at their own pace, according to ComputerWeekly. A broader
goal was to establish a new corporate culture in which IT is an
integral part of the business, not a back-end function.
“[The] CIO is now expected to be a courageous visionary who
can create a compelling vision of what it means to transform
the business through technology and tools. They’re expected
to lead through influence rather than through ownership,”
concluded a recent report from The Economist Intelligence
Unit and SAP.

F I G U R E 8:

Marketing

“You can’t afford to wait until
you figure everything out. You
have to pick some things
and just do it.”
— JON HARDING, CONAIR

49%

Sales

43%

Manufacturing

40%

Insights/Analytics
R&D

F I G U R E 9:

37%
17%

Priority Areas of the Enterprise for DX

(multiple responses permitted)

Consumer
marketing/engagement

63%

Sales &
operations planning

57%

BI/data analytics

46%

Supply chain

43%

Customer management/
collaboration

40%

New product development

34%

Manufacturing

31%
29%

Trade promotions
Retail execution
ERP

Nearly half (49%) of companies say they’re “taking some
steps” toward transformation and 57% have “some general
guidelines in place” to direct the process (see Figure 1, page
6). But almost a third (30%) admit that they are “still winging
it” (see Figure 6).
Companies that have made significant progress are a definite
minority: 28% of respondents say they’re “well on their way”
and just 14% have a strict roadmap and timeline in place.
The aforementioned Economist study found that companies
that have made significant progress started by embracing a
digital mindset culturally; that led to increased investment in
digital skills and technologies that could fuel transformation.
Meanwhile, companies that haven’t made significant progress
have been more focused on speed to market.
At Enjoy Life, “It starts at the top with the leadership team

66%

Supply chain

All Talk, No Action?
“We are creating a digital-first culture. This bold ambition will
shape the next 150 years of the company’s progress.” That proclamation came from Nestlé chief executive officer Paul Bulcke
and chairman Peter Brabeck-Letmathe in the company’s 2016
letter to shareholders.
“You can’t afford to wait until you figure everything out. You
have to pick some things and just do it. This transformation is
so much bigger that it needs to be much quicker,” Jon Harding, global chief information officer at Conair Corp., told CGT.
Comments like these from industry leaders underscore how
critical the need for digital transformation is. But the pace of
internal change does not match the urgency often expressed,
according to the survey.

Business Functions Initiating DX

(multiple responses permitted)

26%
20%

and how we make decisions, and [then how we] communicate
the decisions to our team members. And it runs throughout all
departments,” explained Warady.
This organizational buy-in is vital, according to analysts.
“Don’t develop a digital strategy. Digitize your business strategy,” advised Forrester. About half of digital transformation
leaders have created purposeful groups such as Centers of Excellence to orchestrate and coordinate strategic change across
functions, compared to just 14% of the laggards, according to
the Economist.

Wanted: Solid Strategies. And Money
When it comes to progress, digital transformation is running
into some age-old obstacles. Respondents to CGT’s survey
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F I G U R E 10:

Steps Toward DX Implementation

(multiple responses permitted)

Moving to the cloud

cited insufficient budgets (22%) and the lack of a strategic
plan for spending it (19%) as the biggest hindrances in their
path (see Figure 7).
Those two issues are followed closely by problems posed by
the legacy infrastructure and systems that must be adapted — if
not outright replaced — to enable digital capabilities. This snag
was addressed in CGT’s 2017 Consumer Goods Sales and Marketing
Report, where IDC predicted that as many as two-thirds of respondents will be held back in their transformation by inflexible/
outdated business models, processes or functional structures.
Conair’s Harding has found that one path to overcoming
these obstacles is ensuring that the right elements are in place
before a digital project begins. “You need to align the appropriate organization and people resources, because in many cases
there are additional incremental initiatives on top of the way
the business processes are already operating,” he said.

“The number one benefit is
that the brand will not only
survive, but will prosper.”
— JOEL WARADY, ENJOY LIFE FOODS

61%

Modernizing
legacy systems

55%

Adopting new tech

52%

Integrating third-party
apps and services

52%

Implementing
mobile tech

45%

Developing web-based
applications

42%

Implementing IoT tech

12%

Deploying AI/
machine learning

12%
9%

Adopting blockchain tech
Implementing
advanced robotics

F I G U R E 11:

3%

Critical Technologies for DX

(multiple responses permitted)

Cloud-based architecture

83%

Mobile apps

62%

AI/machine learning

Making Digitization Digestible
Ultimately, digital transformation is an enterprise-wide endeavor that has the entire organization pivoting to put these new
systems at the front and center of strategy and decision-making.
The end goal is a modernized infrastructure that facilitates a new
way of doing business.
Whirlpool Corp., for instance, no longer considers itself an
appliance manufacturer but an “experience company” that helps
improve the lives of its consumers. (For more, see NPDI on page
21.) Similarly, computer maker Acer is investing in customer experience technologies to personalize advice and product recommendations as it transitions from a product to a service company,
according to Forrester.
But such sweeping cultural change is hard to implement
in one fell swoop. As Harding suggests, identifying projects
aimed at specific departments and/or processes can make
things a lot simpler.
“Many companies start small, focusing on reshaping one business unit or product line, which in turn helps with innovation and
digital agility. Managing scope and continually experimenting to

10
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41%
24%

IoT tools
Robotics
Augmented/virtual reality
Blockchain

17%
14%
10%

find the right answers are vital techniques,” according to Forrester.
That strategy, however, demands that all decision-making for
those projects keeps the long-term, enterprise-wide perspective
in mind. Some companies make the mistake of delegating transformation to specific departments in one-off ways that, in the long
run, won’t support the larger corporate vision.

Starting from the Outside In
Because changes in consumer purchase behavior have driven
much of the need for digital transformation, it’s not surprising that many companies have given the marketing function
the most attention thus far. In fact, 66% of respondents have
already initiated DX projects in this area (see Figure 8).

The supply chain, sales, and manufacturing functions have
also seen significant early investment. Conair has undertaken
one project that hits all targets: constructing a new drop-ship
distribution facility in Phoenix, Ariz., to support the expanding
fulfillment requirements of its retailer partners — while also
increasing its ability to grow direct-to-consumer sales.
Similarly, from a process perspective, consumer marketing
and engagement (63%) and sales and operations (57%) are
the two areas of the enterprise considered to be priorities for
transformation at most companies. Business intelligence/data
analytics, supply chain and customer management/collaboration are also important targets (see Figure 9).
Enjoy Life recently formed a cross-functional team aligning IT, production, procurement, sales, marketing, customer
service, logistics and the leadership team to bring digital transformation to demand planning. The goal is to improve forecasting and production efficiency, reduce waste and the level of
finished goods ageing out, and ultimately to improve margins.
“Our ultimate goal is to be able to feed in the various data
points and [have] the ‘system’ provide us with an optimized
plan,” Warady explained. “It is extremely cross-functional in
nature, but will allow for an improved case fill rate and improved efficiency in our overall production planning.”

In Cloud We Trust
Legacy systems were never designed for the demands of today’s
digital business. That’s challenging companies to establish new,
enabling technologies while simultaneously modernizing their
infrastructures.
Cloud-based computing architecture has emerged as the go-to
platform, with 61% of respondents implementing it as part of their
transformation strategies (see Figure 10). What’s more, the vast
majority (83%) cited the cloud as critical to their strategy (see Figure
11). Nestlé Waters North America, for example, uses marketing
cloud technology to create personalized consumer journeys.
“I see the cloud as a key enabler for us,” particularly as it
relates to SaaS solutions,” said Harding. “With traditional onpremise hardware and software development, we wouldn’t be
where we are today in terms of this journey.”
SaaS contracts also make it easier to test and innovate. “Software-as-a-service is a great tool to have in our armory,” he added.
“It allows us to be quicker to try things — but also to relatively
quickly be able to kill something.”
Other high-use steps in the digital journey include modernizing legacy systems (55%), along with adopting new technologies and integrating third-party apps and services (both 52%).
Mobile technology is also high on the list for impending
implementation, with 45% of companies having it on the
agenda; 62% of respondents identify mobile apps as critical to
their efforts (see Figure 11).

F I G U R E 12:

Current Digital Business Initiatives

(multiple responses permitted)

Consumer engagement

65%

Supply chain

61%

Direct-to-consumer sales

48%

Automation

35%

Direct-to-consumer
fulfillment

26%

IoT-based improvements

F I G U R E 13:

10%

Metrics for Measuring Impact

(multiple responses permitted)

Sales growth

68%

Productivity improvements

48%

Expense reductions

45%
39%

Speed to market
Other
Nothing, we’re
just winging it

6%
3%

Mobile tools are vital because they provide a method of twoway communication — not only letting CGs communicate with
consumers, but also to “hear back” from them in the form of
behavior data that can inform future strategy.
Shining examples include Under Armour, which developed
health and fitness apps that work in conjunction with “smart”
products to deliver personalized user experiences and deliver
fitness and health trends back to the company.
Coming up a distant third (41%) is artificial intelligence and
machine learning, a surprise considering the plethora of CGs
(including numerous apparel makers) using the technology to
tailor product recommendations and content for consumers.
McCormick & Co., for one, uses algorithmic technology to determine a user’s taste preferences and recommend relevant recipes.

Open for (New) Business
Of course, digital transformation isn’t just modernizing existing business practices. It’s also providing the chance to explore
new opportunities that may become business imperatives in
the very near future.
As seen elsewhere, direct, personalized consumer engagement
is getting the most attention among CG respondents (see Figure
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12). Enjoy Life is using an Amazon Dash button to insinuate
itself right into the consumer’s home; parent Mondelez employs
smart-shelf technology in store checkout lanes that identifies basic
shopper demographics to present targeted videos.
Digitally driven changes to the supply chain (61%) are also
opening up new opportunities, a la Conair’s DTC drop-shopping. “Logistics will take a huge step forward through better
connectivity, advanced analytics, additive manufacturing and
advanced automation, upending traditional warehousing and
inventory-management strategies,” according to McKinsey.
Among other opportunities is micro-segmentation, the use
of big data to achieve mass customization by separating the
supply chain into hundreds of individual segments that can
respond to customized needs. L’Oréal has adopted an “Industry
4.0” program to improve responsiveness by digitizing the supply chain; Kellogg Co.’s Bear Naked lets shoppers on its website
customize their own granola.
Direct-to-consumer sales (48%) and automation (35%) are
also seeing a fair amount of activity (see Figure 12). Many CG
companies, including Conair, are implementing drop-ship capabilities to support retailer needs, but this also sets them up
to support their own direct-to-consumer sales.

Transforming the Bottom Line
With such a massive undertaking in the pipeline, most CG companies have high expectations for a big payoff. First and foremost
FIGUR E 1 4 :

Expected Benefits from DX

(multiple responses permitted)

55%

Sales growth
Productivity improvements

42%

Supply chain
efficiencies

33%

Expense reductions

30%

Improved planning/
forecasting

30%

Stronger consumer
engagement

30%

Faster speed to market
Stronger analytics
Greater new
product success

12

27%
21%
15%
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among their measures for success is, naturally, sales growth:
It’s the top benefit (55%) expected by respondents and the top
metric (68%) by which they’ll measure success for their digital
endeavors (see Figures 13 and 14).
Productivity improvements are also a top benefit (42%) and
metric (48%), as are expense reductions (30% and 45%, respectively). Supply chain efficiencies (33%), better inventory planning/forecasting and stronger consumer engagement (both
30%) are also on the radar. The Economist study concurs with
the last measure, noting that 70% of CG leaders believe that DX
efforts are already delivering increased consumer satisfaction.

The cloud has emerged as the
go-to architecture, with 83%
of companies identifying it
as critical and 61% already
implementing it as part of their strategy.
Conair’s Harding recommended not forgetting about improved customer engagement, which usually has the added
pass-through benefit of boosting consumer engagement as well.
“The number one benefit is that the brand will not only survive, but will prosper,” said Enjoy Life’s Warady, harking back
to the dire warnings discussed earlier.
For the most part, consumer goods executives have heeded
the call and are making moves toward digital transformation.
Inadequate budgets and undefined strategies are still presenting challenges, leaving some companies struggling with how
to change the corporate culture, break down departmental silos
and ensure a consistent IT approach.
Technologies like the cloud are helping them sidestep some
obstacles and become more nimble and innovative, testing and
learning from new initiatives. That flexibility and innovation
will be critical in driving internal efficiency and improving the
bottom line.
“The reality is this: Companies must remove the word ‘digital’
from the phrase ‘digital transformation’ and simply understand
that all transformation must contain a digital component if they
are going to be truly successful,” concluded Warady. “We’re in
the first inning of a very long game when it comes to understanding how digital will change our businesses down the road.”
It’s comforting to know, then, that most consumer goods
companies have at least stepped up to the plate.

A New Dawn for Analytics
NEW DATA SETS REQUIRE NEW SKILLS AND NEW PROCESSES
BY LORA CECERE

istorically, when you discuss “analytics,” the conversation centers on “reporting” or “data visualization.” Over the last five years, however, the technology has changed dramatically and, as a result, so has
the definition of “analytics.”
Today, data comes in different forms — streams, lakes,
clouds — each with a new set of analytics to improve business outcomes. These new forms are sandwiched between
applications (enterprise resource planning, analytics platform
systems, warehouse management systems, tag management
systems, etc.) and workforce productivity technologies (Microsoft Office, internet search, etc.).
With these shifts in data volume, variety and velocity, consumer goods companies are coming to the stark realization that
today’s analytics approaches are largely legacy. The technologies need to be updated, yes. But more importantly, business
leaders need to reskill teams and update their own capabilities
to understand and seize the opportunity within this new world
of analytics.
The traditional approach to analytics — reporting on top of
enterprise applications (for ERP, WMS, APS, supplier and customer relationship management) — is no longer equal to the
task. These solutions automated functional processes within
the enterprise. Sitting on top of relational database systems using visual analytics, the analytics focused on transactional data.
The evolution of open source capabilities, which enables the
use of unstructured data (text, social sentiment, warranty and
quality data, weather data and images), is an opportunity for
the process redefinition of social listening, quality sensing, supplier development and risk management. We’re in the middle
of a process evolution to use structured and unstructured data
together to drive new outcomes.The change is dramatic, and
it’s happening quickly. Historically, business leaders invested
in what we termed “alphabet-soup analytics.” This traditional
approach automated pockets of the enterprise, but it didn’t
align internal processes to make cross-functional decisions
at the speed of business. The focus was on order-to-cash and
procure-to-pay, along with transactional visibility. As a result,
companies became rich in data, but low on insights.
The needs of today’s global businesses are much greater.
Alphabet-soup analytics can’t handle the task of automating
and supporting the evolution of digital, outside-in processes.

F I G U R E 1:

Future Analytics Techniques

Blockchain and
hyperledger

Cognitive
reasoning

Data
visualization
Concurrent
optimization

7%

7%
37%

11%
13%

Hadoop/open
source analytics

26%

IoT

Source: Supply Chain Insights LLC
May not equal 100 due to rounding.

When company leaders imagine the future, it starts outsidein with the consumer. (The use of channel data including point
of sale, warehouse withdrawal, and even social sentiment.) The
goal is to sense market shifts, adapt to them and drive a profitable response. Accomplishing this vision requires multiple
technologies. As shown in Figure 1, it involves a coalescence
of analytics to redefine the future.

So let’s examine the future:
Sensors, Real-Time Data, and the Internet of Things: Streaming data from the IoT doesn’t fit into today’s enterprise architectures, which are founded on batch-based processes. These
processes respond; they cannot sense.
Changing this paradigm requires the building of streaming data architectures and the definition of new processes to
use real-time data. As a result, data from sensors aren’t used.
Process improvements are limitless. The use of real-time data
can redefine manufacturing. Instead of taking equipment
down for maintenance based on mean-time failure, the use of
sensors enables maintenance alerts to serve and repair based
on actual conditions. Replenishment can be driven based on
usage. Vehicle status is more accurate.
Cognitive Computing: Within five years, the applications
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of decision support — price management, trade promotion
management, supply chain planning, and rules-based logic
(inventory/order matching, available-to-promise and allocation) — will be replaced by cognitive computing, which has
a well-defined sensing mechanism with inputs translated
through an ontology into outputs. The data can be both structured and unstructured.
Open Source Analytics: The use of open source analytics — like Hadoop, Kafka and Spark — reduces costs and
improves capabilities. The use of Hadoop for data lakes and
data mining, along with machine learning, improves master
data management.
Blockchain/Hyperledger: While traditional investments
focused on the enterprise, the automation of business networks
represents the future. Blockchain — an immutable ledger —
enables the rethinking of business-to-business analytics. While
new and largely unproven, blockchain technology offers the
possibility of track and trace to improve lineage, the redefinition of supply chain finance, and the ability to improve supplier
onboarding.
Memory and Concurrent Optimization: Traditional applications were constrained by memory. This is no longer
the case. Through in-memory computing advancements,

FIGUR E 2 :

companies now have the ability to rethink planning and decision support. Traditional applications, as we know them,
shift with new capabilities as more and more data can be
managed in memory.
As companies look forward, the emphasis is on active
data. The focus is on more actionable, real-time data that
is more consumable through insights by new forms of analytics. There is a shift away from passive, latent data with
batch-based processes.
New forms of analytics embrace structured and unstructured data and move at the speed of business. Advances in
open source and concurrent optimization enable outside-in
processes from the consumer back. This will redefine decision support applications like supply chain planning, price
management, network design applications, transportation
management/visibility, and trade promotion management.
In addition, the rules of the supply chain are becoming more robust. While traditional rules are “single ifs”
to “single thens,” the rise of cognitive computing enables
“multiple ifs” to “multiple thens.” This enables adaptive rule
sets for inventory/order matching, ATP, allocation, order/
invoice matching and deduction logic, along with freight
matching/routing.
The supply chain is moving to multi-tier processes to disintermediate banking and define finance. This, along with
outside-in process flow, relegates enterprise applications
developed in the last two decades on the backbone of ERP

Top Analytics Trends

DECREASING EXCITEMENT
-54%

INCREASING EXCITEMENT

-41%

TODAY

-57%

BY 2030

GAP (2030 VS. TODAY)

72%

72%

65%

33%

-37%

65%
-33%

48%

17%

-11%

Data
Increased
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chain

Big data

Mobile
technologies
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Demand
sensing

13%

Corp.
social
responsibility

Source: Supply Chain Insights LLC
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43%
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7%
26% 24%

24%
17% 17%

24%
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9%

7%

11%
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sensing

17%
9%
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3D
printing

13%

Use of
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28%
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46%
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7%
Robotics

52%

65%

20%

46%

30%

35%

30%

7%
IoT

Machine Blockchain
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learning
hyperledger

9%
Autonomous
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as the system of record.
This evolution will not be a step
change. It will happen incrementally over many years. The solutions will not come from one vendor, but from many. To seize the
opportunity, companies should
build a cross-functional business
team to test and learn about new
analytic techniques. With the
best opportunities often coming
from best-of-breed small vendors,
there’s a need to learn to partner
with innovators.

“Alphabet-soup
analytics can’t handle
the task of automating
and supporting the
evolution of digital,
outside-in processes.”

Redefining
Trade Promotion
IS COGNITIVE COMPUTING THE KEY TO THE FUTURE?
BY L O R A C E C E R E

he trade promotion technology solution market is troubled. While 62% of
business users believe existing solutions are effective at revenue management, only 23% of the technology vendors themselves agree, as shown in
Figure 1. (Note: Revenue management is the determination of effectiveness
for price changes, trade promotion tactics and in-store positioning.)
This gap sparks a very competitive market in which technologists compete heavily
for a few deals. This creates a circular market of new technology launches, consolidation, and over-hyped promises. Unfortunately, there are more sellers of technology
than buyers. There is no compelling, over-arching reason to change or shift technology approaches.
One significant marketplace gap exists between the expectations of business users
and the perception among vendors and consultants about what those users need.
The visions are not aligned. While the technology community is very centered on
anchoring trade promotion solutions around customer relationship management as
an enterprise-focused solution, business users are more interested in an outside-in
set of capabilities for new product launch, price management and other needs (see
Figure 2). Underlying this shift is the use of new forms of analytics to sense and drive
decision support based on point-of-sale and channel data.
Traditional approaches to trade promotion focused on the automation of
marketing and financial planning, giving sales account teams “checkbook-type
F I G U R E 1:

In addition, companies need
to build a strategy to reinvent
process capabilities based on new
forms of analytics (see Figure 2).
This requires “unlearning” and
then “retooling” the organization.
Companies will need to learn
new concepts and build new
capabilities.
Simultaneously, the traditional
world of supply chain management, as we know it, will be redefined. We must first learn the practices of the past to then “unlearn”
them in order to imagine the future.
The technology is the easiest element. The hardest step is unlearning to enable the re-skilling.

Effectiveness Perceptions:
Business Users vs. Solution Providers
4%

5%

16%

62%
Very/Somewhat
effective

18%

n Don’t know

53%

n Not very
effective
n Neutral

58%

n Somewhat
effective
n Very effective

19%

23%

Very/Somewhat
effective

20%
4%

3%

USERS

VENDORS*

Source: Supply Chain Insights LLC
*Users: Manufacturers & distributors; Vendors: software providers, consultants & analysts
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Redefining Trade Promotion
functionality” to manage their spending. The goal was more
management and control versus any real optimization of
spending and activity.
Within five years, this approach will give way to cognitive
computing based on point-of-sale data and demand insights.
The current world of trade promotion is shifting, but not to
the prevailing, traditional view of technologists, because the
goal is no longer about making the enterprise more efficient
by automating sales account team controls.

“The future is about more
effective use of data to break
down organizational silos and
seize market opportunities.
The goal is growth.”
Instead, the future is about more effective use of data to
break down organizational silos and seize market opportunities. The goal is growth. It currently takes the average business
user four weeks to understand if a trade promotion was effec-

FIGUR E 2 :

Solutions Gaps: Business Users vs. Vendors
What USERS Use

What VENDORS Think Users SHOULD Use

New product launches

96%

Price management

85%

Forecasting of market
needs and requirements
Retail execution of
trade promotion programs
Trade funds management
and execution (TPx)

82%
80%
71%

Slotting/shelf allowances
Everyday low price (EDLP)
Execution of special
programs by the supply chain

65%
58%
53%

Source: Supply Chain Insights LLC
*Users: Manufacturers & distributors; Vendors: software providers, consultants & analysts
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tive. And the area of new product launch — which is increasingly critical to growth — is especially gnarly. The perception
among vendors is that it takes only two weeks. But they are
out of sync with market reality.
A key question is whether current solution providers can
reinvent themselves by moving past the traditional, and
largely outdated, solution definitions often termed “TPx”?
Despite the many great improvements in functionality made
in the space over the last five years, are technologists yet selling what business users want and need? Or are they missing
a larger opportunity? And will new players help to redefine
the space?
The space is messy, but what’s clear is the need for better alignment on market needs between technology buyers and sellers.
Machine learning, cognitive computing and the use of POS
data all offer opportunities for technology improvement. Business users with a deep understanding of POS data, such as
General Mills and PepsiCo, will have an advantage in driving
innovation. Business laggards still dependent on syndicated
data and lacking an understanding of POS will be at a disadvantage. In the scramble for growth, building capabilities to
capture sales through digital transformation will bring these
issues to a head.
Today, 7% of consumer goods manufacturers are testing cognitive computing as a replacement for trade promotion decision
support. How fast these early adopters can drive scale and create
value will determine how much of the industry will follow — and
how quickly it will happen.
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Retail execution
of trade promotion programs
Forecasting of market
needs and requirements
Trade funds management
and execution (TPx)

86%
83%
78%
77%

New product launches
Price management

73%

Execution of special programs
by the supply chain
EDLP
Slotting/shelf allowances

56%
48%
43%

Moving to Outside-in
Supply Chain Processes
DIGITAL TOOLS CAN TRANSFORM EVERY STEP IN THE SYSTEM
BY L ORA CEC ERE

oday, the word “digital” drips from the tongues of
technology providers and consultants. But without a
common industry definition of what that involves, it’s
hard to make any digital plans actionable.
For the business user, the goal is growth, of course.
For the technologist, with slowed spending on enterprise resource
planning, the goal is to create a new market opportunity. But
digital market transformation is happening more slowly than was
expected by many technology providers, consultants and analysts,
as shown in Figure 1.
Digitization transforms businesses. And the most successful
transformations redefine business models. A digital business model uses new forms of technology to create new streams of revenue
and business value. It’s about combining technologies to sense
market changes in real time and shape a more meaningful output.
Digital business is about much, much more than the redefinition of business processes for business-to-business or business-toconsumer. E-business strategies are foundational and necessary,
but digital business goes beyond e-business. Today, B2C models

Current State of Digital Market Transformation

FIGUR E 1 :

Presence of DX: Users Only

78%
13%
No
plans

29%

are well defined, but B2B processes lag behind: Only 9% of B2B
commerce flows through business networks.
When executed correctly, digital business strategies are transformative. Here are five examples:
Digital transportation and logistics: Telematics and the use
of global positioning systems have changed the lives of truck
drivers in their cabs. They can see real-time traffic jams, view
shifts in road closures and quickly check the status of vehicle
maintenance. Likewise, the dispatcher can follow the truck’s
position and expected time of arrival. Digital transportation is
rapidly changing logistics.
Uber is a good example of a digital business strategy in
transportation. While Uber currently powers a network of
taxi and car services, its ultimate goal is to redefine the automotive supply chain, to replace automotive purchases with
easy-to-use car services.
A parallel example is what happened with performance-based
logistics in the world of aerospace and defense. This industry
was redefined through collaborative sharing, and is shifting to

How many CGs with DX: Vendors Only

have or are
planning to have

5%
9%

Don’t know

Don’t
know

5%

49%

17%

Yes

92%

say at least some

3%

None

Half

Most

70%
Some

Planning to

Source: Supply Chain Insights LLC
*Users: Manufacturers & distributors; Vendors: software providers, consultants & analysts
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Moving to Outside-in
Supply Chain Processes
autonomous vehicles for transportation and logistics and the use
of the automobile as a social meeting place on wheels.
Digital process manufacturing: Predictive maintenance in process manufacturing is based on the mean time between equipment
failure and the development of predictive schedules to perform
maintenance before those failures occur.
Yet within the factory, sensors abound. Equipment purchased within the last decade runs by a programmable controller that tracks the “health” of machine-pump pressure,
motor temperature, oil viscosity, and temperature and services
machinery, when needed.
The digital manufacturing process is about redesigning
through mobility, the internet of things and cognitive learning.
Within process industries, only 5% of companies are attempting to use mobility within manufacturing and only 3% are
using wearable devices.
Digital discrete manufacturing: In discrete manufacturing,
parts are made to order. Traditional processes such as milling,
casting and machining utilize subtractive manufacturing:
materials decrease as the item is manufactured. Digital printing,
or additive manufacturing, or 3D printing, changes that equation.
In additive manufacturing, substrate is added to make
the part. Discrete items are made based on digital images.
Today, 15% of discrete manufacturers are actively pursuing
3D printing for production-based processes; for one, digital
printing is increasingly being used for prototypes. The
opportunity here is quick and easy production of each “unit
of one.” Examples include specialized shoe inserts customized
for each buyer and samples of packaging materials and parts.

FIGUR E 2 :

Digital agriculture: Traditional agriculture is based on wellhoned methods of planting, harvesting and food manufacturing. Digital agriculture is a step change. It’s the reason that John
Deere tractors are now equipped with sensors to read a field’s
moisture and temperature levels, and why manufacturers like
Land O’Lakes are investing in test beds to use sensing technologies and advanced analytics to measure the soil, weather,
crops, seed traits, fertilizers and additives; the testing identifies
the best combinations to improve yield.
Digital path to purchase: In the consumer packaged goods
industry, there are four “moments of truth” in the purchase
cycle when marketers can influence decisions: when the shopper is making a list, when she’s putting the item into the basket,
when she’s buying the product at checkout and when she’s
talking about her experience on social media. Digital tools can
help impact all four moments.
This automation of the digital path to purchase necessitates
a real-time database of purchase behavior that combines
point-of-sale data, loyalty information, and weather and
store information; the ability to listen to consumer sentiment
(ratings and reviews, Facebook posts, blog posts, etc.) requires
the mining of unstructured text.
Today, only 9% of CPG companies have a cross-functional
team to build the processes needed to yield insights from
structured and unstructured data. We find that most efforts are
bogged down by traditional customer relationship management
solutions and a narrow definition of supply chain management.
The clash of processes and technologies is a new state of normal. New roadmaps are not evolutionary based on best practices. Instead, they challenge current paradigms. Traditional
enterprise flows are inside-out based on historic transactions;
digital business flows are real-time and outside-in. New processes start with the channel and translate actual sales outsidein with low latency. These shifts are shown in Figure 2.

Paradigm Shifts in Digital Transformation

TRADITIONAL THINKING

SHIFTS DRIVING DX

Inside-out processes

Outside-in processes

Focus on efficient organizational silos

Design of value networks

Use of transactional data with a focus on history

Use of multiple data forms:

Focus on response

Shifts to sensing to drive an intelligent response

Process standardization

Autonomous and localized processes

• Batch processes
• ERP architectures
• Linear optimization

Source: Supply Chain Insights LLC
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• Design of processes to enable data to move at multiple speeds
• Use of unstructured and structured data
• Open source

Getting Personal with Consumers
DIGITAL TOOLS MAKE THE PROMISE OF PERSONALIZED ENGAGEMENT REAL — AND REQUIRED
BY PETER BR EEN

t’s quite possible that no consumer goods company gets more
personal with its consumers than Nestlé Purina.
Last spring, the Just Right by Purina brand added new
capabilities to justrightpetfood.com, which since 2014 has
let dog owners answer questions (age, activity level, breed,
body condition) to create a personalized food formula for their
loved ones (via proprietary algorithms and human experts).
To get even more “sophisticated” with the recommendations,
Purina began gathering information about the animals’ stool
color. “Pet owners … can learn a lot by doing a quick evaluation”
before disposing of the poop, the brand explained at the time.
Brands are learning a lot about their consumers these days,
thanks to a plethora of digital tools that make both interacting with
them and analyzing the resulting data about them a lot easier than
it was even a few years ago.
Marketing has been the most common first “fix” on the
digital journey for most CGs. In CGT’s survey, 66% of companies said they’ve already initiated digital transformation
in the marketing space — the only functional area tackled by
more than half of respondents. Supply chain came in second
at 49% (see Figure 8 on page 9). Consumer engagement is also
a priority at more companies (65%) than any other enterprise
function (see Figure 12 on page 11).
The most overwhelming reason for
this trend is pretty simple: consumers forced the issue. Once their target
audiences began adopting websites,
search engines, social media and ultimately mobile tools as key parts of
their lifestyles — especially after they
also began shopping and buying online — product manufacturers had no
choice but to follow.
That’s also likely the biggest reason why engagement-enhancing tools
such as cloud-based architecture, mobile apps and artificial intelligence/
machine learning were identified as
the technologies most critical to organizational transformation (see Figure
11 on page 10).
“To win in this reality, you need

to always start from the consumer understanding,” Nestlé
Waters North America chief marketing officer (and CGT’s
2016 “CMO of the Year”) Antonio Sciuto told Ad Age recently.
“Beyond that, you will need technology. It is the key to really
make things happen.”
The ultimate goal is a deeper understanding of consumers
that will let CGs customize not only marketing messages and
promotional offers, but also product assortment and even the
products themselves.
Getting all the way there requires companies to work back
from the consumer-facing engagement tools they’ve employed
for years to implement technologies and systems that will
help them collect, analyze and institutionalize the data they’re
collecting. It requires a consumer-centric mindset throughout
the enterprise that will be fueled in large part by marketingdriven insights.
To wit: A mobile app that lets brands send relevant offers to
consumers is a very nice marketing tool; an AI-enabled app like
the Olay Skin Advisor, which uses selfies and survey answers to
conduct skin analyses and make relevant product recommendations — then aggregates the incoming data to help Procter &
Gamble’s future brand planning — has become critical to success.
Once marketing is done with the
data, the next step “backward” is to
connect the rest of the supply chain
to provide insights to customer marketing, demand planning, product
development and a host of other organizational needs (as this report covers
in other sections).

MarTech vs. Marketing
An estimated 27% of marketing budgets
are now spent on technology — which is
more than the 22% devoted to paid media, according to a recent Gartner study.
That signals a major shift in industry dynamics that is disrupting
the status quo: Nestlé Waters, for instance, has been using the Salesforce
Marketing Cloud to bring social media tracking, community management
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with Consumers
and consumer market research in-house
rather than farming the work out to traditional agencies, Sciuto told Ad Age.
Traditional agencies are responding:
Momentum Worldwide in September
unveiled a partnership with IBM Watson
to launch Shpr Solutions, a proprietary
platform offering “predictive and realtime analytics” to inform shopper marketing programs.

An estimated 27%

of marketing budgets
are now spent on
technology — more
than the 22%
devoted to paid
media, according
to Gartner.

Top Tools
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
“We rely heavily on data to inform every aspect of our business, from product
development to the digital experience,” says Dave King, chief technology officer
at Madison Reed, a 3-year-old “online hair color company” whose products are
free of the chemical additives typical in the category.
Digital consumer engagement centers on “Madi,” a proprietary chatbot that
gives color consultations just as a human would do in a salon. Consumers submit selfies of their face and hair, answer a few questions and get a color recommendation. In 2017, the technology became a key component of a new in-store
experience at retailer Ulta.

CLOUD-BASED ARCHITECTURE
In mid-2016, Nestlé Waters North America unveiled the Consumer Engagement
Center, a digital learning lab housed in the New York City offices of marketingsolution partner Salesforce.
At the “CEC,” Nestlé tracks the brand and topical conversations taking place
in the social world and identifies relevant ways to contribute to the dialogue.
“Digital marketing is no longer simply about reach and frequency. Marketing
is evolving into personalized consumer experiences, and our mission in this new
reality is to better understand consumer needs, behaviors and trends,” explained
Nestlé Waters chief marketing officer Antonio Sciuto. “We are moving beyond
building databases to cultivating communities.”

MOBILE APPS
One future watchout will be to avoid
the potential pitfall of relying too much
on technology, automating so much of
the engagement that personalization
becomes far too impersonal. Real brand
loyalty won’t be built on programmatic
ad campaigns and relentless chatbots.
Meanwhile, consumer goods companies must also plan for “conversational
commerce” in which consumers increasingly rely on their IoT-enabled devices
to make some of the purchase decisions.
“What will it be like when we have to
market to the personal assistant?” SapientRazorfish’s David Hewitt asked at an
industry conference last spring.
Perhaps only Alexa knows the answer
to that one.
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Jenn-Air understands that consumer engagement no longer ends at the purchase.
The appliance maker’s ovens are equipped with IoT-enabled connectivity to an
app that lets users check “doneness” and even start the cooking process remotely.
They’re also compatible with Nest thermostats and boast a “Culinary Center”
that uses advanced algorithms to determine ideal cooking times.
In early 2017, the app was upgraded to add voice–command capabilities through
Amazon Alexa. “We’re getting closer to achieving frictionless, barrier-free cooking
and entertaining,” Jenn-Air marketing director Brian Maynard boasted.

CONVERSATIONAL COMMERCE
HarperCollins Christian Publishing joined the ranks of brands launching voicecontrolled “Skills” for Alexa with “Devotionals,” an app presenting a daily audio
clip culled from the works of the book imprint’s author stable.
“This is an unprecedented opportunity to gain new exposure and awareness
around our authors’ great content … with a simple voice command,” said Sally
Hofmann, HarperCollins’ senior vice president of direct-to-consumer sales and
marketing.
Users who are especially inspired by particular clips can simply tell the transactionally capable Alexa to add the related books to their Amazon.com shopping carts.

NPDI: Enhancing Products, Improving Process
BY PETER BREEN

hirlpool Corp. doesn’t consider itself an appliance manufacturer anymore. Instead, the
company that once merely made refrigerators, ovens, washers and dryers is now an
“experience company” that’s “redefining
what a product is,” said Rob Sundy, Whirlpool’s senior director of brand & marketing services, while speaking at a recent
industry conference.
Whirlpool is building itself a presence in the smart home of the
future through services like Scan-to-Cook, which lets consumers
use an app to scan packaging barcodes and send heating
instructions to their ovens.
That strategic shift in Whirlpool’s business
model neatly illustrates the ways in which
digital tools are transforming traditional
methods of new product development:
changing both the functionality of the
products being offered and the processes
through which companies identify new
opportunities.
In short, the products themselves have
become part of a new innovation pipeline
that is getting faster, more efficient, more
transparent and, hopefully, substantially more
effective than traditional processes.
With much of the home appliance category undertaking
Whirlpool-style initiatives, it’s kind of surprising that only 10% of
consumer goods companies are working on IoT-based product
improvements or enhancements, according to the Tech Trends
survey (see Figure 12 on page 11).
What’s even more surprising is that new product development is only a priority area for digital transformation at onethird of consumer goods companies, according to the survey
(see Figure 9 on page 9). Considering the numerous ways in
which digital tools can not only improve product ideation
and innovation but also development, introduction and sales
processes, it would seem to be more critical in a period of intensified competition and full-bore market disruption.
Among the many potential areas of improvement:
Better identification of consumer need: Consumer goods
companies have access to boatloads of data through new digital
tools (sentiment analysis, social listening, crowdsourcing) that
can make research and development better informed and, theoretically at least, more accurate.

A number of CGs go even further by using direct-to-consumer e-commerce channels to literally test sales potential in
the marketplace before committing to any substantial rollout
plan. Some companies track activity on their “create your
own” product personalization websites to identify flavors and
formulas that might have mass appeal.
More realistic, and less risky, sales goals: As CGs continue
to move away from a singular focus on mass production and
high-volume distribution, “You no longer need 100% ACV” distribution to declare success, said Susan Viamari, vice president
of thought leadership at IRI. The CPG research giant has
seen a trend toward smaller launches targeted to
specific audiences.
More efficient internal management:
Digital platforms for sharing data and
managing projects can provide greater
cross-functional visibility as well as improve workflow and speed to market.
Procter & Gamble this year implemented
a new PLM platform (from Dassault Systèmes) that will connect 18,000 employees
across 65 brands and 80 countries to improve and align research and development,
product supply, quality and other disciplines.
Easier retailer sell-in: With more realistic, reliable
sales forecasts — and maybe even some actual sales data
— selling into key retailers can be a much easier task.
Digital tools can even streamline the sell-in process itself.
Internet-based services like ItemMaster and RangeMe connect
sellers to retail buyers; the latter has a database of 210,000 active
products from 65,000 suppliers.
And then, as noted earlier, products themselves have become an integral part of the innovation pipeline. Consumers
wearing Under Armour’s “Connected Fitness,”apparel or
using its apps are “giving us data that will help us learn more
about them [and] ultimately help us sell more shirts and
shoes,” ceo Kevin Plank told analysts earlier this year.
The ultimate goal is to improve a success rate that can be
as low as 30%, depending on the product category. And there
has never been a more critical time for improvement, with IDC
forecasting that new products will drive increasingly higher
levels of industry growth and smaller “lateral” manufacturers
will steal 10 to 15 more share points from traditional brands
over the next five years.
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THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS

Deloitte provides industry-leading audit, consulting, tax and advisory services to
many of the world’s most admired brands, including 80 percent of the Fortune 500
and more than 6,000 private and middle market companies. Our people work across
more than 20 industry sectors to deliver measurable and lasting results that help
reinforce public trust in our capital markets, inspire clients to make their most challenging business decisions with confidence, and help lead the way toward a stronger
economy and a healthy society. Visit: www.deloitte.com

Sopheon is the innovation-management solution leader who brings the product development process together, from automating all phases of new product development
– including gated processes – strategic planning to portfolio optimization and resource
management. We propel innovation performance forward with our enterprise-wide
Accolade® software solution and best practice expertise to ensure clients bring the
right products to market with greater efficiency and success. Our patented software
solutions, implemented by 250+ customers, 60,000+ users in 50+ countries, listed on
the AIM Market of the London Stock Exchange. Visit: www.sopheon.com.
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